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Citizens Advisory Committee on Transportation Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, June 8, 2022  7:00 PM
Virtual Meeting: : https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetupjoin/19%3ameeting_NzkyNDFlZWQtZTU4Zi00ZGE1LWI2OGYtNGI1ZmIyNjQzYWEx%40thread.v2/0?context=
%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2273ba5b04-4ace-4ae3-a6b2-65cbc403418b%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22d21d8abe3a0c-4875-ad5b-3986dbf20bf2%22%7d

NOTICE: This meeting will be held pursuant to and in compliance with the Virginia Freedom of
Information Act, Section 2.2-3708.2 and state and local legislation adopted to allow for continued
government operation during the COVID-19 declared emergency. All participating members will be
present at this meeting through electronic means. All members of the public may view this electronic
meeting via the meeting link listed above and in the City’s website calendar.
Public comments may be submitted to jsikes@fallschurchva.gov until 6 pm on June 8, 2022. All
comments will be provided to the Citizens Advisory Committee on Transportation members and
comments received by the deadline will be read during the meeting.
PLEASE NOTE: This meeting will be conducted using Microsoft Teams. Don't have the Teams
app? You can still join a Teams meeting. See the instructions attached to this meeting agenda.
Please email jsikes@fallschurchva.gov if you need assistance with installation. During the meeting,
staff will likely not be available to assist with installation.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Call to Order/Reading of Virtual Meeting Notice
Public Comment (up to 5 minutes per person)
City Council and Planning Commission Liaisons Updates
Neighborhood Traffic Calming Discussion with Planning Director Paul Stoddard (7:15)
a. Greenway Downs - Review of comments and responses
b. Other Projects: S. Oak/S. Lee, E. Columbia, Gresham Pl.
CACT Roundtable:
a. Staff Report: Lincoln Park pedestrian safety and Park Avenue Great Street
updates
b. Proposed City Council/CACT/ESC walking tour
c. Tactical urbanism documents discussion
d. CACT webpage updates
e. Writing CACT brief for Virginia Tech Bike Master Plan Class
f. Member Reports
Project Reviews: None
Information Item: Minutes from May CACT meeting
Adjourn (9:00)

The City of Falls Church is committed to the letter and spirit of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
To request a reasonable accommodation for any type of disability, call 703-248-5297-TTY711.

Citizens Advisory Committee on Transportation Staff liaison: Jeff Sikes, 703-248-5296,
jsikes@Fallschurchva.gov

Instructions for joining a Microsoft Teams meeting:
Click here to watch a video with instructions for joining a Teams meeting

Join a Teams meeting on a phone or tablet
1. Click the meeting link provided.
2. Download the Teams app for your device when prompted:


Type in your name.



Choose the audio and video settings you want.

3. Select Join now.
4. Depending on meeting settings, you'll get in right away, or go to a lobby where someone in
the meeting can admit you.

Join a Teams meeting on the web or through a web browser on a phone or tablet
Don't have the Teams app? You can still join a Teams meeting.
1. Click or copy and paste the meeting link provided.
2. You have two choices:


Download the Windows app: Download the Teams app.



Join on the web instead: Join a Teams meeting on the web.

3. Type in your name.
4. Choose the audio and video settings you want.
5. Select Join now.
6. Depending on meeting settings, you'll get in right away, or go to a lobby where someone in
the meeting can admit you.
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Jeffrey Sikes
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rich Butler < richbutler36@gmail.com>
Friday, April 15, 2022 4:45 PM
Jeffrey Sikes; Zak Bradley
Tim Trainor; i Hall; Henri Bartholomot
Traffic Calming for West George Mason Road

Attention: External E-mail regardless if the sender is known DO NOT open any attachments or links unless
you are expecting them from the sender
—

Mr. Sykes and Mr. Bradley,

On behalf of the traffic coming study working group members for W. George Mason Rd., I am responding to
your request for feedback regarding traffic calming measures being considered in the study area, and
particularly as to our street. I was able to discuss with 30 of the 38 households by going door-to-door. The
spring break time frame prevented me from getting to everyone. It is clear that our street/neighbors are
supportive of crosswalk striping and appropriate signage at the cut-through path in the middle of the
block. However, a majority of residents do not want speed bumps at all. I did inform everyone that the city was
going to reduce the speed limit to 20 miles an hour. A number of residents felt that this was a good move and
would help with traffic calming though others disapproved of this change. Everyone was in favor of paving the
cut-through path as well. Although not on the agenda, the neighborhood wants the sidewalks repaired and
more streetlights which they feel would be traffic calming. This sidewalk/streetlight issue was the number I
issue for many residents. To those residents, the sidewalk/streetlights outweighed all the other issues discussed
in this email. Finally, the neighborhood would like a wait-and-see approach for the raised sidewalk where the
striping for the crosswalk would be. In other words, just stripe the street and then at another time see if a raised
sidewalk is necessary. I hope this infonriation will assist you in formulating traffic calming in our
neighborhood and the overall study area. I am happy to discuss this more in depth with you if necessary.
On a final note, our street is hopeful that the city is not going overboard on traffic calming measures on other
streets in our neighborhood. We certainly don’t want traffic being driven to our street because of measures
taken on other streets.
Thanks,
Rich Butler
114 W. George Mason Rd
CC: Tim Trainor, Jody Hall and Henri Bartholoinot

Sent from my iPhone
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Supplemental Comments by Henri Bartholomot,
Resident of W. George Mason Road and Working Group Member,
On the Falls Church City “Greenway Downs Traffic Calming” Study
April 15, 2022

These comments supplement ones I filed on March 23. They address additional issues raised at
the working group’s kickoff meeting that evening and respond to the city staff’s request for
neighborhood feedback by today.
A lot of new information was provided to working group members at the kickoff meeting on
March 23, including that:
•

The city council has adopted a proposal to reduce speed limits on residential streets
throughout the city from 25 mph to 20 mph, and the council could take a further step to
reduce the limits to 15 mph.

•

The traffic-calming-study consultant is recommending ubiquitous use of speed bumps at
a rate of two per Street for every street in the study area. The consultant also is
proposing a number of intersection modifications, including some new curb bump-outs
and tight new road curves to slow traffic at particular intersections.

•

Neighbors on a given street can ask for additional measures, up-to-and-including limits
on use of the street such as “no through traffic” and “no parking.”

•

Measures such as speed bumps and use-constraints on a given street typically require
two-thirds of residences on the street to support the measures. But if a residence does
not weigh in, it is not counted in either the numerator or denominator in determining
whether there is a two-thirds majority as though that residence does not exist. As a
result, a small set of supporters can get a measure adopted even if a majority of the
community does not want the measure but has not expressed its opinion.
—

•

The city has received or is in line to receive around $600,000 in federal funding via the
state for the study and measures adopted based on the study, and the city plans to
spend the money one way or another.

Based on this information, I would offer a number of additional comments.
Please do not reduce our speed limits below 25 mph
I encourage the city not to reduce residential road speed limits to 20 mph and not to consider a
further reduction to 15 mph. The current 25 mph limit has been a standard throughout the DC
metro area and the nation for residential streets for decades. The current limit provides a
functional residential road system while protecting pedestrians and bicyclists, especially in
1

tandem with the numerous traffic-calming and safety measures the city already has in place as
discussed in my earlier comments and again in these comments below.
As demonstrated by the traffic-volume-and-speed analysis done last May for this project, traffic
volumes in the study area are fairly light and drivers are traveling at reasonable speeds in line
with the current 25 mph limit. My experience on my street and other streets throughout the
city confirms that traffic here is light and well-behaved. Reducing the speed limit further will
simply make driving less viable without a demonstrated need to impose lower limits.
Please do not adopt widespread other new traffic-calming measures
To avoid overloading our community with traffic calming measures, the city should adopt a
particular measure only as warranted at a particular location. The decision should be based on
good information about the need for the measure and a demonstration that the measure’s
benefits will exceed its costs.
As I observed in my March 23 comments, the city already has a robust array of traffic-calming
and pedestrian-and-bicycle-safety measures in place including numerous stop signs,
stoplights, crosswalks, crossing guards, parked cars that narrow travel on many streets to a
single through lane, sidewalks, low speed limits, parking limits, and police patrols. And as
demonstrated by the traffic-volume-and-speed study, the super majority of drivers in our
neighborhoods are driving responsibly. As a result, pedestrians and bicyclists are well
protected adjacent to and along our neighborhood roads.
—

The state’s traffic-calming guidance says that speed bumps are warranted on a given street only
if the g5th percentile traffic speed on the street exceeds the posted limit by more than 10 mph.
Yet the traffic-volume-and-speed study shows that traffic speeds in the study area are well
below this threshold. Speed bumps come at multiple costs including the cost to install and
maintain them, wear and tear on vehicles and roadways, impeded traffic flow with speeds at
the bumps typically 10 to 15 mph below the posted limit, constraints on ambulances and fire
trucks accessing neighborhoods, harm to drivers and passengers with neck injuries and other
conditions exacerbated by the bumps, and increased stop-and-go traffic with associated noise
and air pollution. Speed bumps should be used sparingly and only as proven necessary.
—

Some working group members and residents have asked about increasing the number of signs,
flashing lights, and speed cameras on the streets where they live. However overusing such
measures can easily create visual blight, overload drivers, and compromise the residential feel
of our neighborhoods. These measures also should be used sparingly.
The city should not adopt traffic-calming measures just because it has received or will receive
federal funds for this study and resulting measures. The $600,000 in federal funding comes out
of all our pockets as taxpayers and needs to be managed and spent responsibly. To plan to
spend the money “one way or another” inappropriately skews and pre-judges the outcome.

2

Please view the impacts of proposed measures holistically, in robust dialogue with residents
The traffic-calming study was intended to be done at a large-scale, for the Greenway Downs
study area, in order to avoid adopting changes in isolation without considering effects on the
broader community. Yet the working group’s breakout sessions at the kickoff meeting on
March 23 were done street-by-street, and we were directed to elicit neighbor feedback just on
our streets. That approach has left us operating in street-by-street silos rather than holistically.
Impediments to travel on one street will negatively affect city residents and neighborhoods
elsewhere. I walk, bike, and drive to destinations within the city such as grocery stores,
pharmacies, banks, city hall, the post office, restaurants, and the library because I need to
conduct transactions there. Impeding travel on streets I and other residents need to use will
simply make getting to and from these destinations more difficult.
—

—

Also, measures to stem the flow of cars on one street will inevitably increase traffic on other
streets. Some working group members are even exploring “local traffic only” constraints for
their streets. Adopting such constraints would prevent drivers including other city residents
from traveling on those streets and would force the drivers onto other streets.
As this project moves forward, the city should engage in widespread dialogue with residents
about measures to be adopted, inviting folks who have not weighed in to do so. City residents
should be made aware that if they do not weigh in with views on a particular measure, their
household will not be counted in determining whether the required 2/3 majority supports the
measure. This will allow measures to proceed even if a vast majority actually disagrees.
The city should provide the working group a compilation of feedback from the residents,
including feedback from the street-by-street canvassing done over the last several weeks, so we
can see the bigger picture. Also, the city should convene a second working-group meeting to
discuss the results and next steps so we can continue to assist with the study.
I would appreciate the city taking my comments into account as this project moves forward,
and I would appreciate responses to the points I have raised. Thank you.
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Summarized Staff Recommendations (Design version 031722)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Seaton/OaklMarshall intersection: The staff proposes a redesign of the intersection.
Installation of a curved road sign.
Pathway from W Marshall to Cavalier Park: The staff proposes to pave this walkway.
Pathway crosswalk. The staff proposes the installation of a crosswalk at the pathway
that connects to the sidewalk in front of #125 W Marshall.
5. Additional speed hump. Location: in front of #117 W Marshall and close to the
property line of #114/116 W Marshall.
6. W Marshall/S Washington St intersection. The staff proposes a redesign of the
intersection.
Marshall Street Response (Design version 031722)
1. Reducing cut-through traffic. There is strong desire among residents to reduce cutthrough traffic on our street. We request viable options from the staff, to include
responses to the following:
a) Can DO NOT ENTER signs be installed, caveated by times and/or permit
required (exceptions for local traffic to OSES, etc)?
b) Can NO TRUCKS signs be installed (lowering the maximum weight allowed)
(unless for local requirements)? Residential streets as narrow as ours are not
suitable for cut-through traffic by large trucks.
c) Can LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY signs be installed?
d) Can we dead-end our street at the intersection with Seaton Ln?
2. Seaton/Oak/Marshall intersection:
a) We request a more detailed design showing the staff’s recommendation to
improve this intersection based on nationally recognized and proven designs
maximizing safety for all modes of transportation.
b) Does the staff have a plan to add a sidewalk on the south side of Seaton Ln?
c) We request an assessment of whether raised crosswalks can be installed at this
intersection (as long as they not hinder storm water drainage).
d) Request information on the options for crosswalks (zebra strip, brick, etc) to
include pros and cons for each.
e) Is a traffic circle possible for this intersection? If so, would the staff recommend
it?
3. Marshall St between Seaton and #200 W Marshall St.
a) Can a speed hump be added somewhere along the property line of #206 W
Marshall?
b) Due to poor visibility around the curve, should parking be restricted along the
street in front of #206 W Marshall?
c) Motorists tend to “cut the corners” to maneuver around the curve faster. Would
adding a single center line along the curve be possible and effective to keep
motorists on the right side of the road?

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

d) We request a SCHOOL placard be added to the school sign in front of #206 W
Marshall and/or other applicable signage.
e) Where exactly does the staff intend to install the Curved Road sign?
Marshall/Dulany intersection:
a) We request the staff provide a design of their recommendations to improve the
safety of this intersection for all modes of transportation.
Existing speed hump in front of #200/20 1 W Marshall:
a) We request details of the new speed hump dimensions. How much taller/wider
are they from the existing humps on W Marshall?
b) We request the removal of this speed hump Qjjjy if an additional speed hump can
be added further north along W Marshall (as referenced in paragraph 3.a). If this
speed hump remains, we request it be redesigned to be compliant with the new
standard.
Crosswalk & Pathway to Cavalier Park:
a) We request information regarding the plan to pave the pathway. What material
will be used? Are there options? Will a drainage plan be incorporated in order to
prevent pooling of water in adjacent properties? Will the paving have negative
impacts on trees lining the path? Will any trees need to be removed?
b) We request the exact measurements of the proposed crosswalk, including the
measurements of the associated “no parking” zones.
c) We request an assessment on whether a raised crosswalk can be installed (as
long as it does not hinder storm water drainage). What would the dimensions and
“no parking” zones be? If a raised crosswalk is not possible, then we do not
request the removal of the existing speed hump at #200/201 W Marshall.
Additional speed hump in front of #117 W Marshall:
a) We request a meeting between staff and the nearby residents to discuss the
exact location.
Existing speed hump at #109 W Marshall:
a) We request this speed hump be redesigned to be compliant with the new
standard.
W Marshall/S Washington St intersection.
a) We request the staff include in the design: the elimination of the bumped-out
sidewalk located between the S Washington St intersection to #103 W Marshall
(along the side of the #1101 S Washington St property). It is our opinion that this
bumped-out sidewalk has proved problematic at the W Marshall/S Washington
intersection. The required placement of the southbound stop line requires
motorists to creep forward in order to make a righthand turn. This, in turn, causes
problems with motorists turning right/north onto W Marshall St. Additionally, the
narrowing of this portion of road causes a dangerous situation for motorists
pulling out of adjacent residential driveways. We believe our request would also
improve the overall design of the entire intersection.
b) We request an assessment of whether raised crosswalks can be installed at this
intersection (as long as it does not hinder storm water drainage).

c) We request information on the options for crosswalks (zebra strip, brick, etc) to
include pros and cons for each.
Additional questions:
1. What is the City’s plan to improve/replace streetlights? Will this happen on W
Marshall St?
2. Can speed tables be installed in place of speed humps? Are they proven to be
effective? Pros? Cons?
3. Can rumble strips be used as a traffic calming measure? Are they proven to be
effective? What are the pros and cons? Can you provide the decibel level
associated?
4. Will the City consider waiving impervious surface tax for residents who lose parking
in front of their property due to crosswalk installation?
5. Can the city install a permanent speed feedback sign once the speed limit is lowered
to 20 MPH?
6. Can speed cameras be installed?
7. Can SCHOOL be painted on the street in front of 1007 Seaton Ln as you approach
the intersection from the south?
8. Can SLOW DOWN be painted on the street?
9. Can CHILDREN AT PLAY signs be installed?
10. Can the signs indicating higher fines in a residential area be changed to higher fines
due to School Zone?
ii. Can curbs be painted red indicating no parking?

Comments by W Greenway Blvd residents
on the Falls Church City “Traffic Calming” Study
April 16, 2022

Summarized recommendations:
Speed bump in front of #116/117 W Greenway: The current plan for the speed bump is
to be installed right in the middle of the #117 property where we park one of the cars.
Our driveway is short and can only fit a single car, and the other is always parked on the
street. Moreover, we usually approach the #117 property from S Washington and make
a U-turn in front of the house to park. Our proposal is that the bump is moved a few
yards toward Oak Street school, closer to the end of our property not to impede
parking.
Speed bump in front of #212/213 W Greenway: The current plan is to install the speed
bump about halfway down from the top of the W Greenway hill. The working group
recommends that it be moved closer to the top of the hill to reduce speed closer to the
school bus drop off location which is in front of #200.
Pedestrian crosswalk and path improvements: Residents of W Greenway are broadly
supportive of the crosswalk and path improvement plans, as well as the planned
crosswalk across Washington Blvd
Can a SCHOOL placard be installed at the beginning of W Greenway Blvd closer to the
intersection with S Washington?
Can SLOW DOWN be painted on the street as you approach the school?
Can “Children at Play” signs be installed on the street?

Comments by residents:
Leslie Harvey, 106 W Greenway: I don’t like speed humps. I think the 15% of the people
who speed on our street will still speed between them making them fairly useless.
However, if all the other streets get them, then we’ll need to have them so that we
don’t become the only thoroughfare without them. Then we will get lots of speeding. I
like the pedestrian walkway and crosswalk improvements. I think that can help. I like the
improved curbs and bus stops at the corner of S Washington. However, I don’t like it if
the curbs bump out into S Washington beyond the existing curbs. The bump-outs are
very hard to see in bad weather especially as you get older regardless of how fast or
slow you’re driving. This becomes dangerous. Pre-pandemic I was driving at night in the
rain in Arlington, turned a corner on a newly bumped-out curb and blew a tire. I was not
speeding by any stretch I was well under the speed limit because of the weather but
I hit at just the wrong angle. Bottom line, do what you want with the curbs to improve
them and make them more ADA compliant, but do not extend curbs into the roadways
it creates dangerous conditions. Thanks for collecting the comments.
Rebecca Hill, 116 WGreenway Blvd: Two speed bumps seem like overkill. How about
rumble strips and maybe one speed bump just before the crosswalk in the middle? Also
—

—

—

—

w&re close to a school but we don’t have any of the school speed limit signs on our
street.
Joan Hurst, 120 W Greenway: Most importantly, while the city proposal has some
promising elements, it does not go far enough in protecting pedestrians our children
from speeding or distracted drivers. I have a few specific suggestions to improve the
plan:
1. At the intersection of Greenway and Seaton, adjacent to Oak Street
Elementary, make the entire area between the stop signs and the school drive a
crosswalk. (See the highlights in the attached graphic). And, put flashing lights
for cars approaching the stop signs to alert them to actually stop. (A car almost
hit my son on the existing crosswalk many years ago; a distracted driver rolled
through the stop sign.)
-

-

Justification: the entire area in the intersection is already used as a
crosswalk/area. The marking and flashing lights would improve safety for a high
number of residents and school students who enter the area every day.
2. Put flashing lights by the crosswalk in the middle of Greenway to slow traffic and
alert drivers to pedestrians.(UVA has flashing crosswalks; the technology is
available).
3. Mark the entrance to Greenway with a traffic calming sign and a strip of paint
with bumps (I don’t know the name for it) to slow traffic coming in the
neighborhood and alert drivers to the calming measures. This may prevent
trucks and cars from beginning their acceleration up the street, improving the
effectiveness of the speed bumps and crosswalk.

1
Madeline Van Nostrand, 115 Greenway: My family is pleased with the work that is being
done for our neighborhood. Improving the pedestrian path with the crosswalk would be
wonderful. Regarding speed bumps, we are okay with these as long as drainage is
evaluated to ensure that the bumps will not cause pooling of water. We also believe
signage is important examples: pedestrian crossing sign for the path; bus stop sign,
school zone sign.
Anne Peniston, 210 WGreenway BIvd: Thank you very much for all the work you’ve
done to bring the calming and safety plan so far. I note in the background materials
provided that two speed bumps are planned in front of addresses 212 and 116, and that
a zebra crossing is planned at the crossing connecting the pedestrian path. I endorse
these plans and hope that they can be realized as soon as possible.
Valentin Todorov, 117 WGreenway B!vd: Thank you for the updates. I live on W.
Greenway Blvd and after looking over the tables a few questions came up. What
should we expect to see as driving patterns in our neighborhoods given our location?
What is a “normal” distribution of the car volume by speed for our type of
neighborhood? I assume there will always be cars going above the speed, but what is a
normal level? Is it “normal” to have the 85th percentile to be at the speed limit? The
measurements on our street were done during the week preceding Memorial Day in
-

-

-

-

-
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Seaton Lane
Summarized Staff Recommendations (Design version 031722)
Summary starts at the west side of Seaton Ln and moves east.
Redesign of Seaton Ln/W Rosemary Ln intersection.
Installation of a speed hump between W Rosemary Ln and Jackson St in front of #1202 and #1201
Seaton Ln.
3. Redesign of Seaton Ln/Jackson St intersection.
4. Installation of a speed hump between Jackson St and W Marshall St in front of #1104 and #1105
Seaton Ln.
5. Redesign of Seaton Ln/\N Marshall St/S Oak St intersection.
6. Installation of a speed hump between W Marshall St/S Oak St intersection and W George Mason Rd
approximately in front of the property lines of #1003 and #1005 Seaton Ln.
7. Redesign of Seaton Ln/W George Mason Rd intersection.
8. Installation of a speed hump between W George Mason Rd and W Greenway Blvd approximately
halfway between the intersections.
9. Redesign of Seaton LnI W Greenway Blvd intersection.
10. Redesign of Seaton Ln/ W Cameron Rd/Sherrow intersection.
1.
2.

Seaton Lane Response (Design version 031722)
All intersections:
a) We request more detailed designs showing the staffs recommendation to improve this
intersection based on nationally recognized and proven designs maximizing safety for all modes
of transportation.
b) Can raised crosswalks can be installed at any of the intersections?
c) We request information on the options for crosswalks (zebra strip, brick, etc) to include pros and
cons for each.
2. Speed humps.
a) Please provide details of the new speed hump dimensions. How much taller/wider are they
compared to the existing humps on W Marshall?
3. Sidewalks. What is the city’s long-term plans regarding additional sidewalk installation on Seaton Ln?
4. W Marshall St/S Oak St intersection.
a) We request the city move the stop sign on the East entrance forward to improve visibility.
b) This portion of the street also becomes problematic because the street is too narrow to allow for
two-way traffic when cars are parked on both sides. This causes traffic to be backed up into the
intersection at times. Would it be prudent to restrict parking on a portion of the street near the
intersection?
5. Sherrow/Cameron/Seaton intersection:
a) We request the connection of the future sidewalk at the 222 Greenway subdivision to the south
side of Seaton Ln at the Sherrow/Cameron/Seaton intersection so pedestrians arent stranded.
b) Is it possible to add a bump out at the corner near 436 Sherrow to slow drivers who routinely do
not stop at this stop sign? This bump out would also prevent parents from parking in the
crosswalk during school pick up times. This happens every day.
6. Seaton from Cameron to Greenway/George Mason: Is it possible to add a colorful pavement
treatment on Seaton in front of the school between Cameron and Greenway (1 block) and between
Cameron and George Mason (2 blocks) to indicate that drivers are passing by a school? See a few
example images here and
This should not just be paint, but a more permanent pavement
treatment. The school would likely want to be involved in design and possibly the Citys public art
committee. (We also recommend another paint treatment in front of the school on the S Oak St
entrance.)

1.

Additional questions:
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Can speed tables be installed in place of speed humps? Are they proven to be effective? Pros?
Cons?
Can rumble strips be used as a traffic calming measure? Are they proven to be effective? What are
the pros and cons? Can you provide the decibel level associated?
Can the city install permanent speed feedback signs once the speed limit is lowered to 20 MPH?
Can speed cameras be installed?
Can SCHOOL be painted on the street?
Can SLOW DOWN be painted on the street?
Can CHILDREN AT PLAY signs be installed?
Can the signs indicating higher fines in a residential area be changed to higher fines due to School
Zone?
Can curbs be painted red indicating no parking?
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Traffic Calming
•

—

West Cameron WG Report

Introduction
The W. Cameron Working Group (WG) thanks Public Works for an opportunity to collaborate.
Our comments are based on discussion within the 3 member WG followed by discussion with
approximately a dozen W. Cameron residents at a 4/6 meeting at the Oak Street School.
We could have been a little more effective if we’d been able to host documents online (perhaps
on the City’s website) to provide designs, data, and VDoT guidance to residents.

•

•

•

Feedback General
o There is significant concern about coordinating street designs across Greenway Downs
and Virginia Forest to avoid shifting traffic.
o The curve at 218/219 is dangerous due to limited sight distance.
o There is strong support for paving the pedestrian path between 100 and 200 blocks.
o Some resident’s perceptions of traffic speed differ significantly from measured data.
Feedback Vertical Devices
o Raised crossing for the pedestrian path between 100 and 200 blocks
• There is very strong support for a raised crossing because:
• the school bus stop is co-located, so a raised crossing would maximally
reducing speed where they wait for the bus, and
• a significant part of cross-street foot traffic occurs (path users) is here.
• Design details should address driveways (particularly at #124) and drainage
o Numberofdevices
• Residents prefer a 3 device design over the proposed two. This count includes
the raised crossing (i.e., the raised crossing and two additional measures).
• Roughly equidistant spacing between three devices would
• shift the device proposed for 206/207 north by one or two lots to
208/209 or 210/211.
• the south device is approximately in the correct place
• There is concern about insufficient visibility on the curve and whether the
proposed signs are sufficient.
o Type of devices
• We prefer speed lumps (speed tables with cut outs for heavy vehicles e.g., fire
trucks) over speed tables and speed tables over speed bumps because they are:
• more effective (as noted in VD0T guidance),
• less impactful to emergency services, and
• more aesthetically pleasing.
Feedback Visual Devices
o We support replacing the pedestrian sign at the curve with the proposed curve signs
—

—

—

W. Rosemary Traffic Calming
Summary of comments RE: amended plan received via email as of 5/13/22
* **** * ** * ** ** ** ***** ***

I am not in favor of speed bumps, particularly since studies show that they control traffic
rather than reduce speeding. If we choose to have a speed bump,placing one near Lee
Highway would perhaps dissuade some traffic from entering our Street.
I would like to see a stop sign placed at Tracy. It would seem to enhance safety at the
bus stop there. This, however, would depend upon whether that installation fits into
guidelines.
I oppose curb extensions but would think any painted markings would be of value.
** * ** * *

* ** * ** *** ** **** ****

Two speed bumps are ok by me, but certainly one on South end,
near bottom of hill. Dont have a strong enough feeling on the
other one to have my vote change the groups mind.
Yes on double yellow. Doesn’t affect us residents, but it is a
visual indicator for people to behave.
I don’t like the concrete pad at the bus stop. To me its
redundant. If someone won’t slow down for a big yellow flashing
bus, a concrete pad won’t slow them down. Even a minor
inconvenience to the residents isn’t worth it for 15 seconds twice
a day while the bus is picking up and dropping off.
All for the painting of the curbs. Against bump outs.
It painting a crosswalk will deter speeding, I’m for them. I am
(selfishly) against a speed bump AND a crosswalk at Gibson.

As far as the stop signs not being for traffic calming, what are
they for then? Can we ask for a stop sign for whatever reason
they say they are for?
Something else that I saw bandied about is the ‘Slow Children at
Play’ grass roots signage. When we lived in Alexandria and our
son was that age, I bought some and put them out. They slowed
traffic greatly. It didn’t take neighborhood committees and city
meetings to have them out, it took me going to where ever I went
to get them, and doing it. I am happy to contribute to the cost
(or bake sale), but if parents are not putting them out because
they are concerned about what the neighbors might think, put
me on record for saying I would welcome seeing them.
*********************************

When looking at the data, you can see that the volume of northbound traffic is almost
40% higher than the volume of southbound traffic (1732 cars vs 1251 cars over 7 days)
and, statistically speaking, I would hazard to guess that the majority of the speeders we
have are heading northbound from S. Washington St. It would seem that a speed
hump, table or raised crosswalk would be appropriate in that southernmost block of W.
Rosemary to slow the cars who have not made the mental adjustment coming off of S.
Washington. No study was done on that particular block, but it might be reasonable to
assume the northbound traffic speed is a bit higher in that first southernmost block
before drivers gear down.
I am generally not a fan of speed humps, bumps or tables. They increase noise from
breaking, accelerating, bouncing, etc, and impede emergency vehicles, bicyclists, and
the 85% of speed-compliant vehicles. Those drivers with a heavy foot or otherwise in a
hurry will likely just speed up between any other speed bumps to make up for lost time.
With that, I don’t support the installation of the other two speed humps further along
Rosemary going north. A more acceptable solution for the more northern blocks might
be the addition of a stop sign on W. Rosemary at Robinson. It would be more cost
effective as well.
*********************************

I would not be thrilled with speed bumps but could agree to one by
Tracy, as it might deter some speed coming off Lee Hwy..

I think a 3-way stop sign might help at Robinson. People would
hopefully stop on the correct side of the road before completing the turn.
If we had a sidewalk to work with, I would vote for a crosswalk at the
bus stop. If some funds were made available for the crosswalk street I
think it would improve the safety of our many students.
* ** ****** ** * ******** *** *** **** ** *

Would it be possible to do a neighborhood/street meeting to walk the proposed changes
and plan? Having seen this play out in other streets in our neighborhood, we definitely
need a consensus and it would be great to hear your reasoning behind why you suggest
removing/putting certain things. Without additional background on some of the proposed
changes it is hard to give a yes/no. For example, Robinson P1/W. Rosemary Lane is
definitely an area of concern as kids run/bike up/down and it is low visibility. Given the
history there, I would like to see something more i.e. stop sign, speed bump. Right now,
construction vehicles are helping mitigate some of the speeding but I would appreciate
more information (and in order to avoid having to do this for everyone separately, I was
suggesting the walk).
*** ** * * * **** *** * * * * * *** **** ***** *

I strongly urge at least two speed bumps, and I support the original 3 (as opposed to
only one in the current iteration). I also support the addition of a stop sign on W
Rosemary to segment the stretch to prevent speeding cars. Just on the block from
Seaton to Robinson alone there are Z children ages 0-3 and children ages 4-7. I
know of at least 5 other children further down W. Rosemary Ln under the age of 6. I live
at 406 W Rosemary Ln Just one house between us and the stop sign at Seaton, and
cars frequently speed to the corner and roll through the stop sign to turn right (and
sometimes even roll through the left turn).
I do not favor yellow lines, as my sense is that they give the impression of a higher
speed limit (though I have no data to back this up if data says otherwise then I defer to
the facts). I do support curb extensions.
-

With the bus stop on our street I also fear that cut-through drivers speeding down the
street to get to Rt. 29 will hit a child boarding or exiting the bus either in the morning or
afternoon. I support something similar to the new crosswalk on N. West Street that
protects crossing children. There is no amount of perceived inconvenience to drivers
that is worth the cost of an injured or killed child.
* ** * **** ** *** ****** **** *** ** **** *

Our family disagrees with the removal of the curb extension. We think they would be a
very good addition.

We see the corner cutting every day and think it would help to calm the traffic around
the corner and down Rosemary.
*********************************

Thank you for forwarding the proposal. The residents at 100 W Rosemary recommend
removal of the nearby speed bump, consistent with the action taken for the other two.
We are open to stop signs. We do not support tubular markers, double yellow lines, nor
speed feedback sign. We request more public dialogue, including information on the
demonstrated effectiveness of various proposals and overall implementation plan (eg
neighboring streets).
****** ***

** ***** ** * ** ****** * *

As it was sent and after reviewing the proposed changes to what the city proposed, we
would vote NO, as we would like more reasoning why some of the measures have been
changed/removed. We are concerned with Robinson St./W. Rosemary because of low
visibility and given the history there. When we started this process with Marie years ago,
we all had stories of seeing kids just crossing the Street without any regard to what may
be coming and at what speed. I know you have all witnessed that as well and that
corner is one kids love to go down because of its incline on their bikes, scooters, etc.
While they may not be aware of some of the dangers, I would urge us to do more, not
less; specifically there, to avoid another tragedy. We have a unique window of
opportunity right now where the city is fully supporting us to ensure our street is safe.
Some of these measures may be seen as inconveniences (speed bumps/stop signs)
but they work and knowing our kids/adults have a safe street is worth the effort.
As far as the speed bump by our house, we do support it staying there because people
speed up right as they come down the hill (an alternative we would support would be a
stop sign). Other streets that have already implemented speed bumps are seeing a
decline in speeding (S. Oak and S. Lee). There are definitely issues that need to be
addressed and depending on how parallel streets end up adjusting their plans, if we end
up too “soft” on traffic calming measures, our Street will be the go-to speedway.
We would really appreciate having more information as to why certain things were
removed or adjusted and we would ask that before this plan is submitted to the city, we
please get a time to talk through things with those interested.

No because we need more information.
Thanks for you hard work.
*********************************

Greetings! Thank you for taking the time to be on this committee; it sure seems like
traffic calming plans might be more effective than my current response of just screaming
‘SLOW DOWN’ to speeders as they race down W Rosemary, and I look forward to
changes on our fun-filled, child-heavy Street.
My thoughts/questions (note: no research has done on my end as to the effectiveness
of any of these calming measures ; these are purely based on anecdotal evidence):
Do the plans include a posted sign on W Rosemary to show the speed limit? I don’t
think there is currently a sign on our street to show the speed limit.
Is the City/Committee opposed to the digital signs that show the speed of the drivers?
In my experience (as a driver), that seems to be an effective way to slow people. Maybe
most people don’t know how fast they are going (until they hear me hollering, that is!)
I am Team Speed Hump. I would love the Street to be a constant speed hump, in fact.
I want axles to be destroyed if a car even thinks about going faster than 20 mph down
the road. But if that’s not possible, at least two speed humps. I believe that a speed
hump isn’t going to reduce the number of cars cutting through, but they will slow people
down as drivers race down the Street. In my opinion, slowing down the traffic is more
important/more plausible than reducing the number of people driving down W
Rosemary.
-if speed humps are out of the question, would the Committee/City be open to hiring
someone (me) to blow an air horn at any driver who appears to be driving recklessly/
above the speed limit?
-

-

-

*********************************

All of your recommendations makes sense to us at 407 Rosemary with three questions:
1. What was the rationale for removing some of the speed bumps? If trade offs are
needed, we agree that leaving the one closest to Lee Highway makes sense.
2. What was the rationale for using painted curbs, rather than concrete curb extensions,
at the intersection of Seaton and Rosemary? I have an assumption that painted curbs
won’t be effective (easily ignored), while concrete curb extensions force a slow down.
Example is the intersection of the 66E ramp and Sycamore in Arlington. They used
painted curbs and white markers for the right turn onto 66. The markers were run over
and the paint is ignored. I know not an apples-to-apples comparison in terms of speed
and traffic volume.
3. Is there any more that can be done at the intersections of Rosemary and Robinson,
Gibson, and Tracy? I’ve seen drivers blow through those stop signs.
*********************************

Thanks so much for all of your work on this! I would like to request a stop sign on
Rosemary lane at Robinson. I would also like to request a second speed bump. I have a
question about the yellow markings. I know when we were house hunting, homes were

cheaper if they were built on streets with yellow markings because it signaled busier
neighborhood streets. Is that correct? Safety first for sure but I wonder if a stop sign,
two speed bumps, and extended curbs could make our street calmer, safer, and remove
the need for any yellow markings.
** ** ** * ** * *** ** ******* ** ** * ** *

This street is not terribly dangerous. (There was the one bad accident
in 2000. That was not caused by excessive car speed, however, but by
an unfortunate mistake made by a child going fast downhill on a bike,
cutting the corner.) I frequently bike, walk a dog, and when Atlas (3) is
here go scooter, walk, stroll with him on the sidewalk. I am never
scared. For the most part, the cars do not go fast, and the speed limit
will soon go lower. There is a lot of on-street parking which by
narrowing the road definitely calms traffic. This is especially true when
cars are parked on both sides of the street as is often the case at a few
places along the block. That leaves stretches that are not long enough
to go very fast.
It is great they added a crosswalk on Seaton about 5 years ago. I
asked for that when my children were young. (They said they couldn’t
at the time because of the hill?? Precisely why we really need one.) It
was good they put a stop sign on Jackson where it crosses Seaton.
(Around 1999). The sidewalk was a good safety improvement. (Around
1980). But I am not a big supporter of speed bumps. Speed bumps are
not great for bikes or emergency vehicles. The city would do better to
spend money on making biking safer around the city by painting more
sharrows and establishing some bike lanes, esp on West (now has
sharrows in main lane) and Washington Streets.
It would be nice if our street was not such a cut through but it is and
bumps won’t change that. They put a lot(5 or 7) on the other side of
Rosemary, another cut through, where people drove faster because it’s,
has fewer cars parked on the street, and has no sidewalk except by the
very new construction near Washington Street. (Rosemary Court). It is
still a cut through, with bumps..

Thanks to our wonderful neighbors on the working group for volunteering time and
energy on this! We are supportive of trying to fix what is an obvious issue for our Street,
knowing this will be challenging for us to arrive at a consensus.
We are thrilled to hear that the in-person meeting is taking place on Monday, one or
both of us will be there.
From our perspective, we had more questions vs yes/no input on the proposed items.
We are also concerned with the bus stop bump out and implications that would have on
street parking in front of our residence at 206, but look forward to hearing feedback and
rationale behind the proposed measures.
*********************************

I am not a huge fan of speed bumps, but it is probably the cheapest and
most effective way to slow people down. And it might irritate enough
drivers to not use Rosemary Ln as a through street.
The only alternative I can think of are bump outs which would turn the
street into a one lane road at a couple points by narrowing it
substantially. This is a far more aesthetically pleasing solution and less
irritating for the actual residents, but it could lead to traffic build up when
the buses are running in the morning and people are going to work
simultaneously. I am not a traffic engineer so I really have no idea
about costs and impact to traffic.
*********************************

As 20+-year-residents at the corner of W. Rosemary and Lee Highway, my husband, Bill
Wanlund, and I have witnessed quite a bit of change on Rosemary Lane in terms of its
residents.
Right now the neighborhood skews young. We have an abundance of families on the
Street. I don’t know how many elementary school-aged children live in the
neighborhood, but know there are at least a dozen preschoolers/toddlers/babies. There
is considerable foot traffic on the street itself, not just on sidewalks: people walking
dogs, avoiding construction sites (avoiding each other, COVID customs linger), biking,
skateboarding. I’m not opposed to any of the speed bumps safety for our children, in
particular, dwarfs inconvenience for drivers, Of course, they’re annoying. So what. I
don’t see the need for an additional stop sign.
--

What I would really like to see is a stop light at West Rosemary and Lee Highway to
make left turns safer and less hair-raising. At a minimum, we need better and ongoing
pruning of the median strip bushes that obscure oncoming traffic in both directions.

** ** * * * * * ** * **** ** ** **** *** *** ** *

Apologies, neither I nor my husband will be able to attend the meeting tomorrow (I’m out
of town and he’ll be putting our son, Winn, down), but we wanted to communicate our
comments for the record.
•
In the plans, someone posed the question of how effective dynamic speed signs
are, and I wondered the same. Apparently, they are effective at reducing speed
by an avg of 4 mph according to this meta analysis (basically an analysis of a
bunch of papers to see what’s consistent across them):
o
As reductions in speed of just 4 mph of vehicles traveling 30—35 mph can
reduce fatal pedestrian-vehicle strikes by upwards of 40%, these findings
demonstrate that the reductions in speed at DSFS were not only
statistically significant, but also practically significant in areas such as
school zones and work zones.
o
A con I found seems to be that they can be noisy I’m not sure how loud,
or whether loud enough to affect neighbors
•
I think painted curb extensions could make sense as a safety measure if they are
accompanied by painted crosswalks. I haven’t found enough research online to
know whether or not they are effective. We’d prefer the curb extension, but if
that’s not an option, we’d like to advocate for a crosswalk.
•
On the speed bumps question I am of the opinion that if we put in speed
bumps, it’s to protect safety and wellbeing of the neighborhood kids, which I’m
sure is everyone’s number one priority. ..since we have a ton (dozen÷) little kids
on Rosemary Ln. and pedestrian injuries are a leading cause of death for kids
5-14 (and this street has already had one tragedy many of us will neve forget). I
found this research online that shows speed bumps are effective. As a driver
myself, I’m not sure how effective one speed bump is versus two or three, but I
think if we’re going to do it, we should have confidence that the measure we take
will actually have the desired effect and not just be a vanity exercise (that would
be a real wasted opportunity). I think most people don’t feel confident that one
speed bump will be a life protecting measure for their kids, Derek and I included!
-

-

Hello, everyone. I fear this discussion is morphing into a scenario in which neighbors
opposed to maximum intervention are deemed interested only in convenience vs.
neighbors who love babies. I can assure you that my love for children did not diminish
once they grew up, and it remains fervent with the arrival of my grandchildren. We
taught our children to ride bikes and scooters on Rosemary Lane, and I expect to see
more neighborhood kids out there learning in just a couple of years. Let’s give each
other the grace of acknowledging that everyone cares about children’s safety, whether
they are on foot, on a bicycle, or in their car seat.

Since I noted a recent experience with a vehicle crossing into oncoming traffic at the
Lee/Hillwood intersection, let me clarify. There was absolutely no speeding involved by
either party. The turning vehicle was starting from a dead stop; we were nearly stopped.
** *** * *** ******* **** ***** * **** ** *

I would like to add that speed humps are really a problem for us older folks
with back problems and survivors of extensive back surgery, no matter how
slow you are going. It is much gentler to have stop signs.
****** ** * **** *** ** * ****** ** ***** *

I have lived on this street since 1978. I have watched it change through
the years, and raised three children here. My grandson visits and lived
here six months. I bike here often. I know this street.
Before the sidewalk it was more dangerous for pedestrians. Much more
recently, the stop signs and crosswalk on Seaton are a big
improvement. (One requested but denied when my children were
young.) But traffic has not changed since earlier years. The houses on
our street and in the surrounding neighborhood have grown, but not the
number of occupants. There are ebbs and flows in the number of
children on the street but there were plenty in past years too. (Lots of
people move out of the city when their kids leave school.)
The speed limit is about to decrease by 20%, to 20 mph. That will slow
people down, as do all the cars parked on the street, on both sides
often. I do not think we need more stop signs, or even speed bumps,
especially before lowering speed. I did not worry about my children
then, or my grandson now, so long as they know to stay on the
sidewalk. Walking in the street is dangerous no matter if there are
speed bumps or not, especially popping out from behind a parked car. I
would be in favor of putting a sidewalk on the other side if that is a
problem. We didn’t like giving up part of our yards back then, but
definitely safer.
* ** * ** ** ** ***** ****** ****** ***** *

Bottom line is this I get the sense you and the other fellow (forgot his
name, the older guy) have a good grasp of the issues and the pros!
cons. I will vote for whatever you all decide. My preference would have
been for stop signs I think the arguments he made for that approach
are sensible, though I was not clear on impact for neighbors as far as
parking. If there is any hope of getting stop signs, I would propose we
wait until then before putting in speed bumps but if you all feel that
speed bumps are the way to go, like I said I’ll vote for whatever you
think is best. I’m also not a fan of ugly yellow lines in the middle of the
road but if it is shown to be effective, then ok.
-

-

-

-

* ** *** * * ** * * * * ** ******** ****** * * *

Thank you Meyers for hosting this gathering. It was informative and
helpful. I walk on Rosemary daily and regularly see the danger of traffic
to all of us particularly the kids.
I am in favor of any and all measures to calm the traffic. Thank you for
your work on this.
*********************************
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DATE:

May 24, 2022

TO:

Greenway Downs Neighborhood Traffic Calming (NTC) Working Groups

FROM:

Jeff Sikes, Senior Planner

SUBJECT:

Comment Response on Preliminary Plans

Introduction and Next Steps
This is a comment response to the working groups’ comments on the preliminary plans for the
Greenway Downs (NTC) project. For brevity, the comments are paraphrased. The verbatim comments
are attached.
In responding to the comments, staff was guided by the following principles:
1. Improving the safety of neighborhood streets for all modes of transportation.
2. Incorporating neighborhood direction on the details and options of street design.
3. Working toward a consistent design approach across all streets.
Staff requests any responses by next Friday, June 3rd. The initial working group responses, staff’s
responses, and any additional comments from the working groups will be given to the City’s engineering
consultant, AMT, to use in preparing the 30% plans.
Staff will schedule a June or July meeting with the Working Groups to review the next set of plans, the
30% plans. The meeting will be held as Oak Street Elementary School.

W George Mason
Working Group Comment
Additional Streetlights

Wait-and-see for raised crosswalk

Staff Response
Unfortunately adding streetlights isn’t feasible. DEV
charges $5k-$10k per light to install new lights and is not
feasible within the allotted budget.
The City will evaluate raised crosswalks on all streets within
the study area. If found to be feasible, the WGs and
residents will need to make a decision as once the project
is complete there is no remaining funding to come back
and add this in.
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No speed humps on street

Sidewalk repairs

City will remove speed humps; however, we caution about
the risks of unintended consequences by create a “path of
least resistance.”
Sidewalk repairs are outside the scope of this project and
will be reviewed for repairs under the DPW operational
budget.

Marshall
Working Group Comment
Reducing cut through traffic

Seaton/Oak/Marshall intersection

Staff Response
The intention of this project is to calm traffic and slow it
down. The City no longer installs these types of restrictions
as all it does is relocate the traffic to other streets.
The City will provide additional details. The current bumps
outs and striping accommodate bus traffic based on in the
field experimentation.
Generally sidewalk isn’t installed as part of the NTC
program. The City has plans to install a crosswalk on
Seaton near Greenway Blvd.
The City will evaluate raised crosswalks on all streets within
the study area.
The City uses a standard continental style crosswalk
marking throughout the City. This is classified as a high
visibility crosswalk and the City will not deviate due to
maintenance and operational reasons.

Marshall St

A traffic circle isn’t possible. It would be very small and
atypical, resulting in PED conflicts.
We can perform a sight line analysis and implement the
results accordingly. If it is determined a safety issue exists,
the results will be implemented administratively and
outside of the WG’s purview.
We will likely add another speed hump in the requested
location; however, we are looking at installing a raised
crosswalk first and final spacing will be dependent on that.
Results dependent on 3b. We can investigate striping and
advanced warning signage.
We will investigate adding the school and/or ahead
placards and additional pentagon school crosswalk signs
throughout the neighborhood.
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Curve warning road signs will be installed per MUTCD and
coordinated with the owner of the impacted property.
The existing roadways are narrow and therefore only small
changes can be done. Curb bump outs of 2’-3’ may be
possible and curb ramp replacement can be performed.
The City used the standard VDOT design and will not
deviate from this. Current examples can be found on S.
Oak.
Speed hump location will be finalized after review of raised
crosswalks. The speed hump will be reviewed for possible
replacement; however, the current VDOT design was
implemented when the street was recently repaved.
The plans will propose the exact location on the next
iteration. The speed hump can move 20’ +/- and be sorted
after approval by the WGs.

Crosswalks & Pathway

The speed hump will be reviewed for possible replacement;
however, the current VDOT design was implemented when
the street was recently repaved.
A 5’ wide asphalt path is being proposed. Along with the
installation of this, stormwater will need to be accounted
for and it’s likely a significant amount of clearing will need
to occur.

W Marshall & S Washington

Crosswalk will be 8’ wide. A minimum of 25’ on the
approach side and 15’ on the departure side will be signed
as No Parking.
This bump out accommodates a sidewalk. Per ADA
requirements, once a sidewalk or other accessible facility is
install it can’t be removed. Bump out and sidewalk will
remain.
Raised crosswalks not possible due to stormwater
drainage.

Streetlights

The City uses a standard continental style crosswalk
marking throughout the City. This is classified as a high
visibility crosswalk and the City will not deviate due to
maintenance and operational reasons.
The City has an active CIP project converting lights to LED.
A pilot program will commence later this year prior to
rolling out the program City wide.
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Speed Tables

Rumble Strips
Waiving impervious surface charge
Installation of speed feedback signs
Speed cameras
SCHOOL markings near 1007 Seaton Ln
SLOW DOWN marking

CHILDREN AT PLAY sign

Signs indicating higher fines due to
school zone (vs residential zone)
Red painted curbs

Speed tables are designed to have a 25 mph speed limit
and speed humps have a design speed of 15 mph. Due to
this the City isn’t interested in speed tables.
The City doesn’t used rumble strips due to noise levels at
night.
Not waived to accommodate driveways
The WG can request a speed feedback sign under NTC.
These are not installed administratively.
Only in school zones and construction zones. The City is
evaluating these.
No, that would be an improper placement.
Given the proposed posted speeds and proximity to the
stop sign, “SLOW” would be an inappropriate measure to
take. A flashing school zone sign is being installed on the
other side of the intersection.
Children at play signs are not legal signs to install and have
been removed from the MUTCD. “Slow Children” signs are
also no longer allowed and have to be removed as they age
out.
Not currently allowable
The city no longer paints curbs due to cost, short life, and
maintenance priorities.

W Greenway Blvd
Working Group Comment
Speed hump locations

School placard

SLOW DOWN markings and “Children at
Play” signs

Staff Response
We will review the speed humps for spacing and
accommodate both speed hump relocation requests to the
best of our availability.
The City is evaluating “School” placards with possible
additional signage to indicate to motorists they are near a
school.
Slow Down is an inappropriate treatment at the proposed
location and Children at play signs are no longer allowed.

Seaton
Working Group Comment
Intersections

Staff Response
The current intersections are based off of appropriate
design guidance and vehicle movements and supply
enough information to be properly constructed.
The City is evaluating raised crosswalks
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Speed Humps

Sidewalks
Seaton & Cameron & Sherrow
W Marshall & S Oak
Seaton
Additional Questions

The City uses a standard continental style crosswalk
marking throughout the City. This is classified as a high
visibility crosswalk and the City will not deviate due to
maintenance and operational reasons.
The speed humps being proposed meet the current best
practice guidance. The ones on W Marshall were recently
replaced and will be evaluated for current compliance.
Current examples can be found on S Oak and S Lee.
There is a crosswalk being installed by a residential
developer. Any other improvements would be handles
through the City’s CIP program.
The City will evaluate the location of the stop sign and if
additional parking restrictions are needed.
The schools are actively pursuing a multi-colored crosswalk
open for the one on S Oak.
1. Speed tables are designed to have a 25 mph speed
limit and speed humps have a design speed of 15
mph. Due to this the City isn’t interested in speed
tables.
2. The City doesn’t use rumble strips due to noise
levels at night.
3. The WG can request a speed feedback sign under
NTC. These are not installed administratively.
4. Only in school zones and construction zones. The
City is evaluating these.
5. We can evaluate the possibility of adding “School”
on S Oak with the School outside of the NTC
project.
6. Given the proposed posted speeds and proximity
to the stop sign, “SLOW” would be an
inappropriate measure to take. A flashing school
zone sign is being installed on the other side of the
intersection.
7. CHILDREN at PLAY signs are not legal signs to install
and have been removed from the MUTCD. “Slow
Children” signs are also no longer allowed and have
to be removed as they age out.
8. No
9. No, the city no longer paints curbs due to cost,
short life, and maintenance priorities.
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W Cameron
Working Group Comment
The curve at 218/219 is dangerous
because of limited sight distance

There is significant concern about
coordinating street designs across
Greenway Downs and Virginia Forest to
avoid shifting traffic.
Strong support for paving the
pedestrian path.

Resident perception of traffic speeds
differ from data
Strong support for raised crossings
Working Group prefers speed lumps to
speed humps
Three vertical devices on W Cameron
Replace pedestrian sign with Curve
warning sign

Staff Response
We can evaluate sight lines at 218/219. Please be aware
that certain deficiencies will be handled by this project but
would be outside of the WG’s voting power. We can
discuss further if the are questions.
Street design should be similar to avoid shifting traffic. This
was explained at the meeting and will be up to the WGs
and residents of each street to decide.
The City also supports paving of the path, budget and
available funds will ultimately dictate the feasibility of
installation. Along with the path, a significant amount of
clearing will be needed and the City will have to install
stormwater management facilities to offset the increase in
runoff.
It is common for the reality and perception of traffic to
differ greatly.
The City is evaluating crossings throughout the
neighborhood.
The City will choose between speed humps and speed
lumps for consistency.
The design will be either three speed humps or two speed
humps with a raised crossing at the path.
It’s likely both sign will be present and share one pole.

W Rosemary
Working Group Comment
Drawing provided by Working Group
shows removal of curb extensions
Speed humps relocated on plan
No Parking signs shown on plan

Staff Response
Curb extensions will be removed per the drawing
Speed humps will be removed/relocated per the drawing
to the best of the City’s ability and field conditions.
No Parking signs will be adjusted/added per the supplied
drawing
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Jeffrey Sikes
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Paul Stoddard
Friday, May 20, 2022 2:12 PM
‘Dave Gustafson’
Wyatt Shields; Carol McCoskrie; Zak Bradley; Jeffrey Sikes
RE: Invitation: Tactical urbanism discussion with CACT on June 8
TacticalU rbanism_Doctors.pdf; Parklet Proposal.docx; Street_Fu rnitu re_Proposal.pdf;
Park_Maple Tactical Urbanism.pdf; PopupParklnDowntownFallsChurch.pdf; City Hall
Front Lawn proposal.pdf; PedestrianWayfindingMap.pptx;
TacticalUrbanism_ArtAndFrame.pdf
-

Dave,
Attached and below are some previous tactical urbanism proposals and projects in the city that I’m familiar with. As
discussed, I’m planning to attend the June CACT meeting, and I’m happy to speak off the cuff about any of these. Some
of these are happy successes, and some remain on my wish list ;-)
The Greenway Downs NTC project remains a priority issue for staff, and I’d like to use the first portion of the CACT
meeting to address any outstanding issues on that project, so that we can keep it advancing. Let’s try to connect early
next week via phone call to work out an agenda for the June 8 CACT meeting.
Year

Project Proposal

Result

2016

W Jefferson sidewalk and gateway

2016
2016

Alley between Maple and
Washington (attached)
W Broad Furniture (attached)

2017

City Hall Front Lawn

2017

Downtown Popup Park

2020
2020
2020 or 2021

Pedestrian Wayfinding Installed on
Bus Shelters
Parklets
Wayfinding

2021

Park & Maple redo

No funds to implement. Later replaced by
NTC request for speed bump.
Installed in 2022 as part of S Washington
project.
Installed same year and still in use, funded by
EDA.
Various popups held, including pumpkin
maze and chair bombing. Funding for plaza in
CIP.
Alternative design selected, which became
Mr Browns Park.
Insufficient staff to complete and lack of
funding.
Scheduled for 2022/2023, funded by ARPA.
Installed in 2022 and still in use, funded by
EDA.
Proposal not completed due to loss of project
staff.

-Paul
Paul Stoddard, AICP
Director of Planning
Department of Community Planning and Economic Development Services
300 Park Avenue, Suite lOSE
City of Falls Church, Virginia 22046
703.248.5041 (office)
571.835.4631 (cell)
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pstoddard@fallschurchva.gov
From: Dave Gustafson <davegustafson@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2022 1:01 PM
To: Wyatt Shields <WShields@fallschurchva.gov>; Cindy Mester <Cmester@fallschurchva.gov>; Zak Bradley

<zbradley@fallschurchva.gov>; Paul Stoddard <PStoddard@fallschurchva.gov>
Cc: Jeffrey Sikes <jsikes@fallschurchva.gov>; David Snyder <dsnyder@fallschurchva.gov>; Letty Hardi
<Ihardi@fallschurchva.gov>; Andrea Caumont <tinythings@gmail.com>; Andrew Olesen <andrewolesen@gmail.com>
Subject: Invitation: Tactical urbanism discussion with CACT on June 8
Attention: External E-mail

regardless if the sender is known DO NOT open any attachments or links unless
you are expecting them from the sender
—

Hello Wyatt, Cindy, Zak, and Paul,
Several residents who also serve on City Council, Planning Commission, ESC, CACT, and Bike Falls Church (though no
more than two from each group) walked this morning from the Bike to Work Day pit stop at West Falls Park to Haycock
Road to discuss how students and residents might be able to safely ride bikes from the W&OD to the secondary campus
and West Falls someday.
One issue discussed at some length was tactical urbanism and why the City doesn’t use more tools like bollards and
paint to improve pedestrian and bicyclist (and driver!) safety to narrow crossing distances and square intersections.
(These could be used to make wide intersections designed for motor vehicle speed like E. Fairfax/Broad and
Virginia/Great Falls safer in short order.)
One highly visible example just outside the City is two corners of 19th Street North and Van Buren Street near East Falls
Church.

CACT would like to have a discussion with the right stakeholders/decision makers about tactical urbanism in the City. We
certainly understand that this is a different way of approaching the work you do (amid so many other pressures that you
face), but we feel that this is an important and necessary public safety discussion.

2

Invitation: Could we please have the right stakeholders/decision makers from City staff join the Wednesday, June 8
CACT meeting to discuss tactical urbanism/temporary solutions.
CACT members would like to know:
*
Where have tactical urbanism/temporary solutions been used before in the City? (CACT members loved the temporary
sidewalks that were set up for the 2021 Women’s History Walk.)
*
What were the associated costs for design, construction, and upkeep?
*
How long did the projects take from concept to installation?
*
What feedback was collected from residents and staff?
*
Have any tactical urbanism/temporary solutions been converted into heavy solutions? Have any been removed?
We’ve heard concerns from staff about upkeep, but we’d like more details about what has been tried in the past and
what lessons have been learned.
CACT’s membership has turned over entirely except for me since January 2021, and all of the members past and present
have been supportive of using tactical urbanism in the City to help improve pedestrian and bicyclist safety in the face of
rising injuries to vulnerable users of public space in the City and nationwide.
For everyone’s awareness, I’ve attached some tactical urbanism documents from recent years:
•
•
•
•

April 2022 memo to Zak about NTC funds for Lincoln Park area
April 2022 email from Wyatt to Andrew Olesen
December memo from Jeff to Wyatt
November 2020 CACT memo to Council

I’m also happy to have a discussion with any of you ahead of the CACT meeting. We could even meet up at 19th and Van
Buren!
Thank you all very much,
Dave Gustafson
Chair, CACT
c 304-539-2438
April 2022 email from
Wyatt to Andrew Olesen
Forwarded message
From: Wyatt Shields <WShields@fallschurchva.gov>
Date: Thu, Apr 14, 2022 at 6:17 PM
Subject: RE: Tactical Urbanism for Safety in Falls Church City
To: Andrew Olesen <andrewolesengmaiI.com>, Letty Hardi <lhardifalIschurchva.gov>, Dave Gustafson
<davegustafsongmail.com>, David Snyder <dsnyder@fallschurchva.gov>

Dear Mr. Oleson:

Thank you for writing. I have a couple of thoughts in response, that I hope are helpful.

3

The pedestrian activated flashing beacon will be an effective solution at Dorcester and Great Falls. In your email, you
ask about possibly quicker and cheaper solutions, like plastic flex posts and rubber bumpers. We have experimented
with those and a problem is that they require constant maintenance. The flashing beacon will require a concrete footer
and foundation, and while that concrete work is being done, it is not a tremendous increase in cost to have them install
the permanent bump out. When we have the opportunity, we find that a permanent solution is generally preferable on
cost, and the neighbors prefer the aesthetics and safety as well.

In terms of staff capacity we have the staff capacity to administer projects that have gone through the proper planning
process. We have a significant grant funded Capital Improvements Program that will make meaningful enhancements
to walkability and bicycle safety throughout the City. What always is a concern for me is deploying the staff capacity we
have in the most effective manner, and I encourage our engineering and planning staff to be disciplined about what we
agree to take on. I believe that discipline is necessary if we are going to complete what we have already committed
ourselves to.
—

I think it is exciting that we were able to respond relatively quickly to assign a large amount of ARPA dollars and
assemble other grants to allow the Greening of Lincoln project to move forward in response to petitions received from
you and your neighbors. I look forward to working with you and your neighbors on that project. From every
neighborhood project that we have ever done we can fully expect that not everyone will be happy throughout that
process. But as we continue to learn from past neighborhood projects, what we will be seeking is to work through design
decisions with you and your neighbors in a manner that is transparent and orderly with clear communication
throughout.
—

—

I hope this is helpful and I am happy to discuss further with you. I really appreciate and share your passion for the
betterment of your street and neighborhood.

Wyatt

F. Wyatt Shields

City Manager
City of Falls Church
300 Park Avenue
2’ Floor, East Wing Suite 221E
Falls Church, Virginia 22046
703-248-5004 (0)
4

571-238-7817 (m)
wshields@fallschurchva.gov
city-manager@fallschurchva.gov

February 2021 CACT
memo and response from Jeff

Forwarded message
From: Jeffrey Sikes <isikes@fallschurchva.gov>
Date: Tue, Feb 16, 2021 at 12:02 PM
Subject: FW: Tactical Urbanism report to Council
To: Andrea Caumont <tinythings@gmail.com>, Dave Gustafson <davegustafsongmail.com>, Doug Devereaux
<doug.e.devereaux@gmail.com>, William Ackerman <william.i.ackerman@gmail.com>, Paul Baldino
<paulbaldino@gmail.com>, addisonheard@gmail.com <addisonheardgmail.com>, shaundakincact@gmail.com
<shaundakincact@gmail.com>
Cc: Jeffrey Sikes <isikes@fallschurchva.gov>

CACT Members,

Here is the Tactical Urbanism Report and cover memo sent to the City Manager for transmittal to the City Council.

From: Jeffrey Sikes
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 3:57 PM

To: Wyatt Shields <WShields@fallschurchva.gov>
Cc: Cindy Mester <Cmester@fallschurchva.gov>; Zak Bradley <zbradley@fallschurchva.gov>; Paul Stoddard
<pstoddard@fallschurchva.gov>; Jeffrey Sikes <jsikes@fallschurchva.gov>
Subject: FW: Tactical Urbanism report to Council

Hi Wyatt,

The CACT has developed a paper on Tactical Urbanism and would like it to be forwarded to Council with the idea that
some form of Tactical Urbanism could be adapted for the NTC Program. Attached is a memo to you explaining the
request and a brief introduction of the subject and the paper developed and approved by the CACT at the November
meeting to present to Council.
5
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F Wyatt Shields, City Manager

From:

Cameron Gahres and Emily Bazemore, Planners

Through:

Paul Stoddard, Planning Director, AICP

CC:

Jim Snyder, Community Planning and Economic Development Services Director;
Becky Witsman, Economic Development Division Chief;
Zak Bradley, Interim Department of Public Works Director

Subject:

Expanding Outdoor Dining Commercial Area Parkiets
-

Supporting Main Street Falls Church Businesses During COVID-19
In the midst of the public health concerns associated with COVID-19, municipalities are having to rethink their
public spaces. As restaurants and retail begin to open their doors again and residents get out to enjoy the city,
many businesses are looking to alternative seating for their patrons, including outdoor seating. While some
businesses already have outdoor seating as an option, others do not and are looking for ways that they too can
explore this option. With the addition of outdoor seating along city streets, adequate space along sidewalks will
also need to be provided to ensure safe distancing between business patrons as well as those walking along the
sidewalk.
The City of Falls Church is looking for ways to support local businesses as they face a critical recovery period
from COVID and ultimately activate city streets in a way that is safe. A viable option for creating this needed
public space is the extension of outdoor seating into public and private parking spaces and alleyways. In the
past, the City has explored a similar option in its annual “Parking Day”. This is a day in which a pop up park is
constructed atop public parking spaces along the street for citizens to enjoy as well as broaden the scope and
understanding for how we utilize our public spaces in urban environments. While Parking Day is a temporary
effort, the idea of alternative utilization of public space is a precedent it has set and can now be further explored
in light of COVID-19.
The City of Falls Church has been approached by the company Dero, about potentially purchasing some of their
prefabricated parklet kits. The company is a veteran in both the biking infrastructure and streetscape amenities
realm. This proposal discusses the need, the design, the locations possibilities, the costs and the stakeholders
involved in the implementation process of installing the parklets if purchased.
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Parkiet Design
The parkiet is made of 8 foot long modular decking
units and a galvanized steel frame. They include
optional railings; pricing varies with the addition of the
railings. The width of the parklet can be adjusted to
accommodate the location in which it is placed as well
as city guidelines. The planks are composed of
recycled paper-based fiber composite. A ramp is
included on the front of the parklet to ensure that there
is a smooth transition from the curb to the deck.
Installation and assembly of the parklet can occur
onsite. Both hardware and leveling feet are included to
allow for the street grade modifications. The overall
maintenance of the parklet is low.
Dero Parkiet Design

Possible Locations
All locations would be identified and implemented to support, and in coordination with, surrounding businesses.
Possible areas for the installation of the parkiets include the Downtown Falls Church Planning Opportunity
Area. In the Downtown Falls Church Small Area Plan the following concepts are a few that are addressed
regarding the ongoing efforts to activate POA: leverage existing businesses, improve connections, and
encourage thoughtful design. The parklets have the ability to accomplish all of these factors by way of
enhancing pedestrian space along sidewalks while also promoting patronage of Downtown businesses. On page
3-6 in the “Concepts” Chapter of the Downtown Small Area Plan the following is stated in regards to sidewalk
elements in the area:
“Various sidewalk elements such as walking space, signage, outdoor dining, lighting, and trees should be
considered when reviewing streetscape design, and a goodfaith effort should be made to accommodate these
competing needs.”
Areas for the installation of the parklets within the Downtown Falls Church Planning Opportunity Area include
the following:
o Downtown Park
o Village Center
o Park Avenue
o South Maple
o Pennsylvania Avenue
These areas experience heavy foot traffic and have multiple businesses that lack the option of outdoor dining
currently. The parklets would allow for these areas to see alternative usage of public space while promoting
seating options for the businesses located there and preserving pedestrian mobility.

Funding & Costs
The funding source for the purchasing and overall maintenance of the parkiets will be a mix of public and
private funds. It will be a joint venture between the City of Falls Church and individual businesses in regards to
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purchasing the parkiets. The costs of regular maintenance will be incurred by the individual businesses that
have placed the parklets alongside of their storefronts.
The cost breakdown of the parklets is as follows:
The smallest Parklet (16’x8’) is quoted:
Without Railings: $8,845
With Railings on 3 Sides: $11,703
The shipping costs are dependent on quantities. A rough estimate of $lk per 16’x8’ section is assumed.
The installation of the parklets would likely take a team of two a full day to a day and a half to complete.

Coordination with Stakeholclers
Several stakeholder groups will be consulted throughout the implementation process for approving and
installing parklets.
The first group includes the following City of Falls Church Departments:
o The Office of Economic Development
o The Planning Department
o The Department of Public Works
This group of stakeholders is composed of City Staff that will work to evaluate the design, engineering,
installation, and overall maintenance of the parklets.
The second group will include City of Falls Church Boards and Commissions:
o The Economic Development Authority
o The Planning Commission
o The City Council
The Economic Development Authority evaluates projects that encourage economic growth and investment in
the city. The Planning Commission holds reviews the design of civic infrastructure as directed by the City
Charter in Sec. 17.05:
“It shall be the further ditty andfunction of the commission to make recommendations to the City Council to
provide for the preservation of historical landmarks, the design and location of statuary and other works of art
which are or may become the property of the city and the removal, relocation and alteration of any such works
and to consider and suggest the design of bridges, viaducts, airports, stadia, arenas, swimming pools, street
fixtures and other public structures and appurtenances.

Following the Planning Commission’s evaluation, they will then make a recommendation to City Council as
stated above.
The third group includes:
o The Chamber of Commerce
o Individual businesses
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This stakeholder group is composed of non-City entities that hold interests in the parklet project. The Chamber
of Commerce is an independent, non-profit organization that works to foster economic wellbeing within the
City. The individual businesses in front of which the parkiets will be placed will be involved throughout the
overall process as their needs and concerns must be addressed by City Staff

Attachments:
1. WTOP News Article, “DC restaurants in Georgetown get ‘streatery’ table space, amid coronavirus
pandemic”
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Location of Proposed Parkiets

I

Installing Street Furniture Along
West Broad Street
Statement of Problem
The City’s plans and policies call for creating a more walkable and bikeable, vibrant atmosphere
in the City’s commercial areas. These policies align with a growing demand generally for more
walkable, bikeable places.
Walkability today is inhibited by a lack of street furniture, including benches, trash cans, and
recycle cans. Biking is limited by a lack of available bike parking that is visible and easy to use.

Short Term Solutions with Long Term Benefits
Installation of new street furniture, including benches, bike racks, and trash and recycle cans will
increase the walkability and bikeability of West Broad Street. Specifics recommendations for
furniture placement are shown the sections below.
A relatively low cost investment in street furniture can demonstrate the benefits of investment in
public spaces and can serve as a catalyst for future investment. Future investment could take the
form of investment from neighboring businesses, partnerships between the business community
and the City, and larger investments from the City through the Capital Improvement Program
(CIP).
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100

110
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Northwest Corner of Broad & Washington

Apna Bazaar

100 Block Park

Add A Bench

Relocate
Cans from
100 here

101

-

Southwest Corner of Broad & Washington

Add A Bench

101

-

Entrance to 4Ps

Relocate Cans
from same
block here

.ar
191

-

BB&T Bus Stop

232

250

-

-

Doodlehopper

Antique Annex

400

/ 402

-

Read

/ Underneath Tree

444 -The Spectrum

Howard E Herman Stream Valley Park Entrance

706

-

Hilton Garden Inn

-

f

Relocate Cans
in front of
metal case

Standard Element
From the Adopted Streetscape Plan for West Broad Street, August 1987:

FlSiuc 17. Th.

,

tm,

Updated bike rack that supports the bike frame in two places.

Installation
City crews will install the furniture over 6 months.

Cost
Element
Cost per Unit
$1,748
Bench
Bike Rack
$216
Street Can Pair
$1,572
Freight
Installation Labor and Parts
Subtotal
Contingency (10%)
Total

Quantity

Cost
9
13
4 pair

$15,732
$2,808
$6,288
$1,296
$5,400
$31,524
$3,152
$34,676

Popup Park in
Downtown Falls Church
Tactical Urbanism.
applying low cost, high reward
solutions

J

Planning Problem
Community Solution
.

Problem
Need for public space in Downtown
—

.

Solution
Downtown Small Area Plan
Shared / Pedestrian Space in 100 block
—

—

.

Tool
Tactical Urbanism, low cost, quick return
—

I
F
F

What Makes a Good Park?
• Elements of park design
—Visual intricacy
Focal point
Sun and shade
Enclosure, defined edges
—

—

-:

1i

—

Active spaces
Programming, events
—

I

Overview
I Repurpose parking spaces

1

Highlight local landmarks, mural
Add space for entertainment

Add outdoor dining capacity

p

.rogramming, Live Music
Schedule local bands for evening music

Provide a street piano for random opportunities

I

Expanding the Park

Provide additional outdoor space for nearby restaurants

___

p.

-

Create a Place, Gateway

N/V

Use awnings to create entrances

F
Creating a Place, Connections
Local character, architecture and music

Local environment, mature trees
Local business, outdoor dining

